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Dennis DesRosiers
Autonomous Vehicle Technology:

Moving us in the right direction?
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Why the attention?

Three Inter-connected developments 

• Autonomous Vehicles
• Car Sharing
• Electrification of Vehicles
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Why the attention?

An estimated 3,000 people in the  
Canada were killed in car crashes in  
2015 … Thousands more were injured

Scientists say we need to  reduce
CO2 emissions 80%  by 2050 to
avoid the worst  effects of global
warming

85 percent of accidents caused by 
human error
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$Cdn 39,340 -Average new car price
78 months - Average car loan
> $Cdn1 Brillion-Outstanding car loans
$9,000 per year - Annual cost to own a car

96% -Amount of time a car is parked

Vehicles are the world’s most 
underutilized asset.

Why the attention?
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Today’s Technology
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Level 0:
This one is pretty basic. The driver 

(human) controls it all: steering, 
brakes, throttle, power. It's what 

you've been doing all along.
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Level 1:
This semi-autonomous level means 

that most functions are still 
controlled by a driver, but some 

can be done automatically by the 
car.

Examples would include ABS brakes, 
Automatic Transmissions, Stability 
control … almost all vehicles are at 

least at Level 1
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Level 2:
At least 2 functions are automated, like 

cruise control and lane-centering. It 
means that the driver is disengaged from 

physically operating the vehicle by 
having his or her hands off the steering 

wheel AND foot off pedal at the same 
time. The driver must be still always be 

ready to take control of the vehicle, 
however. So, level 2 means two 

functions automated.
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Level 3:
Drivers are still necessary in level 3 cars, 

but are able to completely shift 
"safety-critical functions" to the 
vehicle, under certain traffic or 

environmental conditions. It means 
that the driver is still present, but is 

not required to monitor the situation in 
the same way it does for previous 

levels
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Level 4:
This is what is meant by "fully 

autonomous." Level 4 vehicles are 
designed to perform all safety-critical 

driving functions and monitor 
roadway conditions for an entire trip
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Level 5:
This refers to a fully-autonomous vehicle 

that does not have any option for 
human driving—no steering wheel or 

controls.

We are a very long ways from reaching this 
level although test vehicles are already 

there
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Today’s Technology
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The industry is further along than most people think

BUT still has a very long way to go
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Potential Benefits of CAVs
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CAVs could be much more efficient

EPA is participating in research to quantify  
potential fuel economy improvements of CAVs

How Efficient will CAVs be?
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What will be the impact of
Connected Vehicles?
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CAVs could lead to electrification

“We see the Bolt EV as
more than just a car. It's
an upgradeable platform
for new technologies.”

Mary Barra
GM CEO
Introducing the Chevrolet Bolt EV
at the Consumer Electronics Show

What Fuels will CAVs Use?
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Houston, TX
Red = Surface parking  
Yellow = Parking garage  
Green = Parks

Parking Lots or Parks?
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What is the Impact of
Shared Mobility?
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What does this mean for
Cities?
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